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Our team comprises Dale Cohen Architects, a Melbourne based practice, and the Gold Coast
based Rose Jones Group as Project Managers. These groups have successfully worked
together on various Gold Coast projects over many years. If successfully short listed, this
team would put together a comprehensive team of expert consultants to assist with
developing the Scheme.
Since 1987, Dale Cohen Architects has been the lead architect on over a dozen notable and
award winning developments on the Gold Coast.
Our contribution to the architectural discourse and fabric to the city is significant.
One of the latest of these projects was the Elanora Library (pictured) for the Gold Coast City
Council which received the 2007 Urban Design Award for Public Architecture. This project
presented the opportunity to introduce a new civic library function to a shopping centre
precinct and integrate and overlap this function to build on the activities already present to
achieve an energy and vibrancy and allow an intersection of a variety of commercial and civic
uses both literally and figuratively. The Civic space became a strategic open space and
meeting place and entry hub to the different activities of library, shopping centre, and
restaurants.
Other recent Gold Coast projects include Pivotal Point at Southport, a 43 level mixed
development, and the Breaker Tower at 25 Breaker St Main Beach, a 25 level residential
tower. A project designed over 25 years ago is the Corporate Centre a 17 level office tower
located diagonally opposite the GCCC competition site on the West side of the Chevron
Island Bridge.
Our architectural responses are site specific and conceptually rich, bold and sculptural yet
fitting and appropriate. We seek to achieve culturally and sustainably progressive outcomes.
Our strength in formulating new ideas is driven by experience and lateral thinking. This is
reinforced in how we structure our office, being multi- disciplinary & multi- generational.
We blend a youthful and energetic design team with an old guard.
This multi- generational vanguard sees the office envision the creation of our cities with a
greater interest in emergent urbanism and complex systems that shape our cities.
This theme is evident in our competition entry and our team has the skills and expertise to
bring a bold, conceptually rich design to fruition.
The Rose Jones Group as project managers is represented by Ken Jones.
Ken has worked in the construction industry for over 40 years and was a founding partner of
Glenzeil. His roles and responsibilities during this time included Quantity surveying,
Construction management, Cost Management and Company Directorship.
Both offices have a long and successful collaborative relationship resulting in many award
winning projects on the Gold Coast.
The Elanora Library,
Gold Coast, 2007
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Since 1987, Our office has designed more than a dozen significant high rises
and mixed use buildings on the Gold Coast, including The Corporate Centre
Offices, Breakers 25 Residential Tower, Pivotal Point mixed development
Tower and more recently, Elanora Library for the Gold Coast City Council.

1. The Phoenician
Broadbeach, 1997
Gold Coast

2. Palm Springs
Palm Beach, 2002
Gold Coast

3. Bilinga
Apartments
Bilinga, 2008
Gold Coast

4. XXV Tower
Main Beach, 2008
Main Beach
Gold Coast

5. Elanora Library
Elanora, 2007
Gold Coast

6. Pivotal Point Tower
Southport, 2005
Gold Coast

7. Bundall Corporate
Centre, 1988
Gold Coast

8. Hedges 252
Mermaid Beach, 2005
Gold Coast

9. The Agean
Broadbeach 1982
Gold Coast
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Narrative & Vision
Rather than an identity-searching landmark, serving political aspirations, our proposition nevertheless seeks a bold resolution that dramatically improves the connection between the City, Riverways and Arts Precinct and opens up opportunities beyond the site. So as well as resolving the
Art Precinct challenges we seek via strategic interventions, reclamations and architectural infill to
provide the infrastructure to bring people together in order to exchange ideas, experiences and
culture.
Despite its rapid growth over the past half century, the Gold Coast has been exempt from serious
urban dissemination. Driven by political & developer ladened eyes, this fervent junkie was a fiend
for the ‘faster,higher,stronger’ extremities rather than an integrated, sustainable and cohesive approach to urbanism and planning.
Robin Boyd’s description of this “fibro-cement paradise under rainbow plastic paint” resonates
ever current. One could argue the formal expression of featurism coupled with a muscular tectonic
is truly singular to the Gold Coast’s architectural style. Coupled with the transient nature of holiday
makers and an invisible business district, it’s easy to draw comparisons with Vegas and the like.
Though, for those who understand the city, it emanates an unpretentious and soft demeanour.
On the periphery of the city’s edge lies beautiful hinterlands. This is met by urban sprawl. The
Nerang river slowly infiltrates this condition before the riverside mansions are suddenly shadowed
by the monumental and eclectic neon highline. This is famously built right to the oceans edge. In
this lies the spectacle. The Gold Coast’s built fabric, infused with trash culture and ‘play’ possesses possibly a deeper veracity and undertone, a wonderland for those who dreamt. This is not
to suggest the Gold Coast is tawdry or insignificant, actually it is far from it.
The Gold Coast now finds itself in a special moment, spectacularly awoken from a wild romp to
contemplate the night before and a new day that awaits. While we may never witness the ferocity and growth of the ‘boom’ times again, ‘pillars’ have been set. The anomolity of higher density
living on the Gold Coast is precisely what other Australian cities crave, while the chaos, grit and
spontaneity of Melbourne and Sydney is what the Gold Coast desires. Hence, what is severely
lacking is a finer grain, bourne of street culture and pedestrianised realms. Embedded into this
is the need for a city heart. Right now exists no better time to orchestrate a grass-roots arts and
cultural scene on the coast, and supporting urban democratisation on a human scale.
By achieving immediate connectivity this proposition extends the Evandale site brief, and imagines further interventions. These responses borrow from the success of urban renewal and acupuncture projects before it, such as ‘Renew Newcastle’, often referred to as ‘emergent urbanism’
that encourages citizen engagement on low-cost urban platforms. Furthermore, it casts a wider
net for a symbiotic exchange between artists, businesses and organizations.
Our scheme resolves the challenges of the Evandale site and provides immediate linkage with the
heart of the city. This connection via an exciting snaking footbridge additionally allows a series of
low cost interventions and initiatives to complement the scheme, so as to extend and challenge
the boundaries of the Art precinct.
While many in foreign markets come to grips with unstable and volatile economies, we see little
sense in creating the next Bilbao. Instead, we explore and propose the strategic infill of modest
program in the under-crofts, in-between, and routes of everyday passage. These ‘seeds’, ‘platforms’ and ‘canvasses’ harness the cross fertilisation and spontaneity of everyday art, cultural
dissemination and flow of ideas devised to showcase the dialogue between the city and its inhabitants.

Artscape
Evandale Site
The Evandale site re-development
proposes a new museum and
living arts centre while retaining
and improving public amenity
within the site. Furthermore by
achieving an immediate and direct
link to the city which additionally
encourages interventions within an
expanded Artscape

Green Bridge
Inspired by the highline in New
York, this light weight structure
directly links the Evandale site &
central surfers including cantilevered seating areas. The bridge
supports bicycle and pedestrian
lanes while providing a direct link
between the site and city. Furthermore it not only encourages
visitors but the high density
population within the city.

Suspended Canopy
Suspended between two High
Rises, this performance and
installation space is designed as
a platform for social engagement.
Inspired by Metropol Parasol in
Spain and the The Cubierta Cazucain in Colombia, it creates new
arena for art Installations, Markets
and performance within the city.

Sound & Light Projection
In association with Gold Coast
digital multimedia schools this
scheme proposes light projection and art to be screened
onto the city’s skyline, main
spine wall & organic forms
of the new cultural buildings
at Evandale. Direct viewing
areas and platforms from the
revamped Evandale site and
green bridge.

Art Hotel
With a depressed property market,
facilitate an apartment exchange
to create an Entire High Rise to for
the worlds first and most famous
High Rise Art Hotel. The High Rise
can be retrofit for the symbiotic
exchange for artists to exhibit and
sell to patrons. Public Penthouse,
Lift and Foyer exhibitions with
views to rival the worlds best
galleries

Confessional Art Piece
This interactive art medium,
inspired by Julius Popp’s Bit.Fall
installation in MONA is positioned
in a small vacant lot. The three wall
exhibit uses SMS for the public to
text ‘confessions’ that are flashed
around a wall. Intended for alcohol,
drug and gambling rehabilitation, this civic interactive civic art
piece aims to alleviate suppressed
confessions, on show for the public
consumption.

Music Boxes
The small scale installations
take cue from Ballarat City
Councils successful scheme
to play classical music in
create safer public spaces,
particularly at night. The
scheme can be further
explored to harness local
musicians.

ART

Shop Front Art
The project borrows its premise
from ‘Renew Newcastle’ and
aims to rejuvenate opportunities
for creatives by directly engaging
and exposing art to patrons in
Cavill Avenue. This is supported
by the direct bridge link to the
Evandale site in the blurring of
the Arts Precinct boundaries

Light Rail Feed
Strategic infill of art spaces that
subject passengers using the new
light rail network. Inspired by art
pieces within subway and metros around the world, this small
scheme furthers the concept of
building a culture of art in the city
and blurring it with the ritual of the
everyday.
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1. City Green Bridge Link
The bridge provides a direct pedestrian and cyclist connection to Surfers
Central and immediate proximity to Cavill Ave Light Rail and Bus Station.
The link (approx 550m land to land) allows Surfers Central to be drawn
into the Cultural Precinct from Cavill Avenue and vice versa. This lightweight structure arrives at the Cultural Centre precinct at approximate
ground floor levels and located along the bridge are cantilevered picnic/
seating spaces. Peel-offs to land level and bike stations are strategically
located at each end and designed to integrate with landscaping. Footbridge crosses directly above Evandale lake to minimize direct impact
over the landscaping and enters the arts precinct on axis at the Spine
Wall.
2. Bicycle Stations
Located at both ends of green footbridge link.

3. City Interventions
Refer to pages 3 & 5 for various detailed interventions
embedded within City as to create an embedded urban
artscape.

6. Spine Wall
This Sandstone clad structure (reflecting the Gold Coast sands) provides a
major expressive element and canvas against the existing buildings, which
defines a new forecourt and entry space - amplifying the contrast between
new and old. The wall is seen as the continuum of the bridge line and provides a backbone for the organic-shaped museum that sides against.

4. Secondary Pedestrian Link
Possible smaller secondary footbridge linking Chevron
The wall is to be punctuated by triangular openings of various sizes at the
island as per the brief but not at the expense of
diminishing the more important primary City Footbridge main forecourt with a larger ambiguous triangular entry. Miniature faceted
(1) that provides immediate linkage to Central Surfers. triangles along the wall provide glimpses to the hinterland and river ways
throughout. A glazed canopy on the outside links existing buildings around
the forecourt into the new museum. Dramatic void spaces along the spine
5. Forecourt
wall will provide contrast against the fluid shaped museum building. Art
The new forecourt and entrance space, with the
backdrop of the spine wall provides a memorable point sculptures to be offset externally along the wall and continued along the
civic footbridge.
of entry/departure. All main buildings, including those
retained express a built relationship to this forecourt.

7. Foyer
Retain the existing Gold Coast City Foyer space (not administration) and
renew as a jewel like Gem (shown in emerald blue) as the focal arrival/
reception area for the Museum and Living Spaces buildings. The retention
and re-use of this building celebrates and respects a public building component that has been important to the coast and recognizes the importance
of renewing interest in the existing built fabric. When passing through the
triangular opening in the spine wall, views open through to the River, City
Skyline, Amphitheatre, and Urban Beach beyond.
8. External Terraces & Amphitheatre
External Terraces, an outdoor urban plaza and amphitheatre side to the riverside of the new cultural buildings. These external terraces are embraced/
enveloped by the ‘gem’ and Museum and Living Spaces buildings, and
further enlivened by Cafes and Restaurants. The Amphitheatre steps down
towards the River framing the City Skyline beyond.

Site Plan
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9a. Arts Museum & 9b. Living Arts Centre
The new multi-level Arts Museum & Living Arts Centre sit against the
spine with entrances linking existing and renovated buildings. Within
this volume is the further exploration of larger voids interlinking museum spaces and performance spaces. This fluid form can vary in scale
to satisfy the tuning of space requirements and the outcrops utilized if
required to delineate different functions. Fenestration to be explored
to achieve appropriate relationship with the Terraces and city views.
Green Rooftop provides scope for elevated public spaces.
10. Urban Beach & Terrace
The enhanced Urban Beachscape to Evandale Lake provides further
public amenity that spills from the new living arts centre and museum.
Cafes and artscape to compliment this area.

11. Atrium
A covered glazed atrium (at high level) to be located against
the spine wall between the existing Performance building and
the Living Arts Centre. Approximately 10m wide, supporting
connections through the Spine wall and into the Living Arts
Centre. The dynamic, light filled atrium can be utilized as a
weather-protected performance/busker/sculpture space to
supplement it’s building connecting function and its important
role in linking the forecourt and all buildings to the north landscaping and footbridge.
12. River Landscape
River Landscape Sculpture walk to include discrete and
larger civic artscape and recreational spaces. Peel-off links
to the Footbridge at lands end and at the Atrium. Retention of
chapel in the Riverscape.

13. Boat Berths & Ferry Terminus
Located on the north side of the site adjacent to carpark and picnic landscaping, access to all functions including the footbridge and landscape sculpture
walk. Minimal berthing to be provided below Amphitheatre for special performance and equipment/performance logistics.
14. Carparking & Service Vehicles
Supplement revamped existing site carparking with basement parking underneath the Museum, Living Arts, and external courtyards. Investigate existing on
site basements to maximize utilization. Revise carparking to push the forecourt
arrival presentation to the north-west. Arrival and departure points to basements to be explored with traffic engineers with numerous possibilities including at basement level at each end of the spine wall utilizing existing roadways.
Depending on traffic engineering and construction management possibly
incorporate multi-level carpark over portion of existing on grade parking. Main
driveways and landscapes to be upgraded.

15. Existing Performance Arts Centre
Retain and renovate existing Performing Arts Centre and facilitate
connection with the Atrium and across the Atrium to the new Living Arts
Centre, as well as improved relationship with the forecourt arena.
16. Existing Gold Coast City Civic Chambers
Retain and investigate renovations to the external areas for appropriate
connections to the revamped forecourt.
17. Partnerships
Future partnership arrangements to compliment
scheme. Possibility of integrating components
within the main scheme. To be explored in
subsequent stages.
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Music Boxes

Art Hotel

Shop Front Art

Sound &
Light
Projection
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Confessional
Art Piece

Suspended
Canopy

Artscape &
City Interventions
By achieving immediate connectivity this proposition extends the Evandale site
brief, and imagines further interventions
The Artscape & City Interventions are a series of strategic interventions, reclamations and architectural infill to provide the infrastructure to bring people
together in order to exchange ideas, experiences and culture. These ‘seeds’,
‘platforms’ and ‘canvasses’ harness the cross fertilisation and spontaneity of
everyday art, cultural dissemination and flow of ideas devised to showcase the
dialogue between the city and its inhabitants.
Green Bridge
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Site Strategy: Retention of Existing Buildings

Site Strategy: Spine of Evandale to Connect with Spine of Cavill Avenue & surrounding streets

views to
skyline

Site Strategy: Relationship between existing and new buildings
entry spaces formulates in the creation of new civic triangular forecourt

The Evandale site re-development
proposes a new museum and
living arts centre while retaining and
improving public amenity within the site.
Furthermore by achieving an immediate
and direct link to the city which
additionally encourages interventions
within an expanded Artscape
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